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Fortitude and forward thinking 
to grasp business opportunities

One of America’s most powerful female lawyers tells how she oversaw two successful  
mergers which transformed her law firm

As someone who chairs a ma-
jor international organisation 
and is one of the most power-
ful women in her sector, Jami 

McKeon (pictured) knows about the 
characteristics vital for success.

“When you are running any organisa-
tion, you have to have intestinal forti-
tude, and you have to have an appetite 
for risk and the judgment to know what 
risks you should take and invest in,” 
says the Philadelphia-based leader.

“I don’t think anybody in today’s 
world can stand idle and no industry 
or business can succeed if they rest on 
their laurels or are complacent and fail 
to adapt to the world around them. We 
all have to change,” she insists. 

She has just overseen a vast interna-
tional expansion of her organisation 
within four months, without the need 
for leveraged buy-outs.

Jami is a top American lawyer and 
the first woman to chair the 140-year-
old Morgan Lewis partnership, which 
she has helped turn into one of the 
top five international law firms in the 
world. There are few more powerful 
female lawyers anywhere.

The expansion began soon after she 
took on the chairmanship in 2013, after 
more than 30 years at Morgan Lewis, 
most recently leading its large litiga-
tion practice.

The Philadelphia firm was ap-
proached last year by Bingham Mc-
Cutchen of Boston with its 750 law-
yers. Bingham had started to come 
under increased financial pressure in 
post-recession America.

“Our initial conversation was one of 
polite interest. It was not the kind of 
transaction we were looking to do,” 
recalls Jami, whose firm has strong 
labour, employment and immigration 
practices, areas some law firms avoid 
as being too sensitive.

As talks continued Morgan Lewis 
began to see the opportunities. It 
wanted to strengthen its regulatory 
practice in Washington. A deal would 
mean a total of 400 lawyers in DC, not 
to mention 300 lawyers in the New York 
transactional practice, and a significant 
Bingham presence in California in in-
tellectual property and private equity.

Around the same time, Morgan 
Lewis was also talking to a leading 
law firm in Singapore, the 80-lawyer 
Stamford Law.

Contemporary law firms, Jami 
argues, have to be as innovative as any 
other business and can’t pretend for a 
moment that anything can remain the 
way it was 100 years ago.

“Every other industry has had to be 
innovative and look at things differ-
ently and the legal industry is no dif-
ferent,” says Jami, who notes that her 
firm was an early-adopter of a wide 
range of flexible fees, including fixed 
fee or combined rates for a portfolio of 
work. Hourly billing is largely a thing 
of the past.

Morgan Lewis has also developed 
sophisticated in-house technology 
systems to process and evaluate mas-
sive numbers of digitised documents, 
something that many law firms are 
now outsourcing.

Another of Jami’s passions involves 
encouraging women in a traditional-
ly male-dominated profession. But 
hasn’t she broken through the glass 

ceiling as indeed has 
the head of Stam-
ford Law, Suet-Fern 
Lee?

“I guess everyone 
looks at the legal 
profession and 
wonders why it has 
been so slow to have 
women at the top,” 
Jami muses.

She is a firm be-
liever, however, that 

women really can have it all “if you 
are passionate about what you do and 
are prepared to work long hours”. The 
successful lawyer has a husband John, 
an academic lawyer, and four children 
and is on the board of Philadelphia’s 
Kimmel arts centre.

Jami is also a keen cook who gave 
one of her favourite recipes, for Phil-
adelphia cheesesteak spring rolls, to 
law magazine Lawdragon to conclude 
an interview.

But will there be further expansion 
for Morgan Lewis during her five- 
year chairmanship?

There will certainly be expansion in 
London, but at present no plans for a 
200-lawyer deal.

“But we will always look at oppor-
tunities, if something bigger than ex-
pected comes along or sooner than ex-
pected, and it is the right thing for us 
and our clients…”

Should it do, you can be sure that 
Jami will have the intestinal fortitude 
to take it in her stride.

“First we did Bingham and later 
Stamford. It is unusual to do one thing 
of that size much less two things in 
such short order,” says Jami, who de-
cided the opportunities were too great 
to miss.

“They came more quickly and in 
a bigger package than we expected. 
The question then is do you have the 
strength of your convictions and are 

you willing to take a deep breath and 
do what needs to be done,” she says, the 
granddaughter of an Irish publican.

The result was a law firm with more 
than 2,000 lawyers and, according to 
Reuters analysis, annual revenues of 
more than $2 billion.

Despite being a partnership of pro-
fessionals, rather than a publicly 
quoted corporation, Morgan Lewis still 
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faced many of the problems common 
to commercial companies embarking 
on transformational mergers.

How do you create a common cul-
ture, agree compensation systems and 
organise the inevitable redundancies, 
while avoiding something less than the 
sum of the parts?

Being a law firm helped. Partners of 
Bingham and Stamford simply became 
partners in the expanded group, and 
redundancies were limited to adminis-
trative and financial staff.

As for culture, Jami, who is proud of 
Morgan Lewis’s pro bono work, which 
includes award-winning efforts for 
prisoners on death row, says you just 
keep talking about it all the time.

Then you “walk the walk” and line 
up what you say with what you do.

“Some law firms use the phrase ‘eat 
what you kill’ and have lawyers who 
are competitive with each other. That 
is antithetical to our culture,” explains 
the senior lawyer.

There were end-
less meetings, a 
buddying system, 
joint meetings 
with clients and 
realigned prac-
tice groups to in-
clude leadership 
from Bingham and 
Stamford. Then last 
month there was a 
week of meetings 
in Washington featuring hundreds 
of the firm’s new lawyers and hun-
dreds of existing lawyers, all focused 
on how the enlarged Morgan Lewis 
should develop.

The lessons learnt, which Jami 
believes apply to all companies in-
volved in mergers, include recognis-
ing the importance of  “the talent” 
and making sure enough resources 
are committed to ensuring they can 
spend “meaningful time” getting to 
know each other.

It means that this year the focus at 
Morgan Lewis will be investing for 
the future. Jami is, however, already 
convinced the expansion and integra-
tion have been successful.

Lawyers from both firms are now 
working jointly on several hundred 
cases, which would not otherwise have 
been won, because of added expertise 
and greater geographical range. One 
example is representing a Singapore 
group in a proposed $350-million ac-
quisition of a US software company.

CAREER  
TIMELINE

1978
Graduates from 
Pennsylvania State 
University

1981
Graduates from 
Villanova University 
School of Law and 
joins Morgan Lewis

1981-2013
Rises through 
the ranks to lead 
the firm’s global 
litigation service

2003
Oversees the 
integration of a San 
Francisco law firm 
into Morgan Lewis

2013
Becomes the first 
woman to chair 
the Morgan Lewis 
partnership

2014
Directs acquisition of 
Bingham McCutchen 
and merger with 
Stamford Law

I don’t think anybody 
in today’s world can 

stand idle and no 
industry or business 
can succeed if they 
rest on their laurels
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COMMERCIAL FEATURE

SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS REAPS 
REWARDS
Organisations need to forget out-dated notions of 
sustainability as an “add on” that impresses the 
outside world but creates unwanted cost and slows 
down progress. Instead they need to see it as a catalyst 
for radical business performance enhancement, 
better outcomes and a sharper commercial edge, says 
global management, engineering and development 
consultancy Mott MacDonald

The transformation, from paying lip 
service to the sustainability agenda to 
embracing it as a real solution to many 
of the challenges and pressures facing 
organisations, appears to require a giant 
leap of faith from business leaders.

Yet some of the best-performing com-
panies have made that transition and 
by adopting a very different approach  
to sustainability are now gaining a  
competitive edge.

It is about developing a strong cul-
ture and a leadership style to drive sus-
tainability throughout the organisation  
and its supply chain, delivering more  
powerful innovation and collaboration, 
effectively taking the business up a gear.

That is what Davide Stronati, Mott 
MacDonald Group sustainability manag-
er, is bringing to the company following  
a period pioneering the approach  
with a UK utility company. He is now  
taking the same transformational ideas  
to their clients.

And it is a tall order because right 
now, across the infrastructure industry,  

Mr Stronati is keenly aware that this is a  
very new and challenging set of ideas.

He says: “Many organisations un-
derstand that sustainability is crucial  
for success, but don’t know how to  
incorporate it into their business. Part  
of the problem lies with interpreting  
what sustainability means for their  
organisation. They can see the potential  for 
improvement, but not how to achieve it.”

One of the things that organisa-
tions struggle with is the alignment  
between sustainability and the business  
strategy. Many get it fundamentally wrong.

“You see sustainability professionals  
reporting to the marketing director  
or the head of corporate affairs, but  
this is not going to influence the business  
strategy as it should do,” says Mr  
Stronati. “This is the sort of confusion that  
must be cleared up before progress  
can be made.”

The head of sustainability in an organisa-
tion needs to be a strategist and a change 
management professional, a catalyst  
for transformation.

“They report to the chief executive or 
strategy director, who in turn must have  
an absolute belief in this different  
approach that they are taking. They also  
need to embrace a longer-term view than  
immediate quarterly results; it may 
be three years before they see positive 
quantifiable returns. Driving  this cultural 
change through requires visionary 
leadership to empower new thinking 
from everyone within the organisation, 
including key players such as the  
financial director.”

Perceptions within the organisation 
of sustainability as a business cost or 
a barrier to innovation can be trans-
formed by highlighting practical ways  

in which sustainability strengthens  
performance, by cutting carbon to cut  
cost, for example. Designing to minimise 
whole-life carbon will automatically 
result in an asset or product that is less ex-
pensive to build and run.

Sustainability also is acknowledged  
as an indicator of good stewardship.  
Companies that score high for sustainability 
outperform those with a low score, achieve 
better growth and profitability, and access 
funding  on more favourable terms.

It is essential that companies set bold 
targets aimed to achieve that vision.  
And it is vital to point high.

“Instead of asking ‘what do we think 
we can achieve’, you need to ask ‘what 
would we like to achieve?’  It forces the 
business way out of its comfort zones and 
demands new thinking,” he says . But 
personal accountability is vital. “I have 
seen companies setting targets and 
starting the process of business 
transformation only to fail because  
people have not been held accountable 
for performance.”

Arguably the biggest challenge 
around sustainability and business 
transformation involves the people  
within the organisation.  

Mr Stronati says: “What often hap-
pens is that you get pockets of people  
and individual teams doing things  
well, while the rest of the company  lags 
behind. You have to do this as one or-
ganisation, creating a common vision 
and agreeing clear accountabilities for 
achieving it.”

How does an organisation persuade 
its people to change? Simply telling them  
that they have to change rarely works, nor 
does influence from a “celebrity”.

“You need to understand what makes 
individuals and teams tick,” Mr Stronati  

says. “What engages them in their  
job? Invariably it is the opportunity to  
do things better. People want to succeed,  
they want the freedom to innovate  
and make a contribution, to play a role 
in helping the organisation achieve 
goals, grow market share; they want to 
collaborate but also to compete. Those 
are huge motivators and drivers of  
talent retention,  and as an integral part 
of the business strategy, sustainability  
will enable them to do that.

“Transforming the attitudes and views  
of an entire workforce, several thousand 
strong, located in different parts of the  
country,  or even the world, requires a 
meaningful disturbance, not merely a top-
down instruction.”

And most organisations have the tools 
for instigating this at their fingertips.  
By harnessing the power of internal social 
networks, change can take place across  
an entire business community, emphati-
cally and quickly.

Mr Stronati adds: “Our sustainability 
approach promotes the idea of using 
our own ingenuity to bring lasting  value – 
not just for our clients but their stakehold-
ers andcommunities too, and also for  
us. It extracts the best out of people, stim-
ulates them to advance knowledge and 
ultimately becomes empowering.

“This also results in greater openness 
to the outside world, improved ability  
to adapt to new circumstances, and a 
greater sense of community and col-
lective identity – key characteristics of  
resilient companies.”

 
For more information please contact 
Davide.Stronati@mottmac.com 
Group sustainability manager at  
Mott MacDonald 
www.mottmac.com

Companies that score high 
for sustainability outperform 
those with a low score, achieve 
better growth and profitability, 
and access funding on more 
favourable terms

Scrutinise why you
do things, not just

what and how

Set  
audacious

goals

Challenge  
your supply  

chain

Integrate
sustainability into
business strategy

and execution

Use sustainability
to enhance your
market credibility

Using sustainability to strengthen your business


